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In a world where memories can be triggered and
erased lives IRIS, the woman who invented the
technology. 

 Nearly erased entirely from collective thought, she 
 is the only person who can save herself. If only 
 she could remembered how.

  IRIS is thrust back into the world she was erased 
  from and reuntied with her AI companion, ELLIE.

   As the company SWIPE uses the erasure tech to
   manipulate the public, they gain access to ELLIE’s
   controls in an attepmt to assassinate IRIS.

    An underground movement of anti-erase activists
    abducts IRIS with one goal in mind...

     ...to rid the world of this evil technology.

SynopsisSynopsis
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IRIS (30s) - A certifiable genius and badass. The
creator of SWIPE technology before it morphed
into the destructive force it’s become. Her life
was under constant threat until she changed 
her identity and erased the whole thing from her 
memory. She’s given up, planning to end her own life, 
before a new complication arises.   LENA HALL
 
ELLIE (30s) - Awkward, goofy, cute and loving. A
robot whose mission is to restore IRIS’ memory, and
in doing so -- saves IRIS from being forever erased
from collective consciousness. Until she’s made to
kill, and unfortunately, the wrong person may have
control over her.
 
CHRIS (late 30s) - A confident and driven man 
whose moral compass is often overshadowed by his
ignorance. He is an easy target to sway when 
security and money is involved.

CharactersCharacters
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DR. PRESTON (60s) - A brilliant creator and incubator
of good ideas, but ended up in a low-income job without
any prospects. He allows others to walk all over him.
 
 SIOBHAN - The face of BRINGME (Amazon on crack)
 where IRIS works. She is the young and charismatic 
 CEO that people buy into -- sort of an Elon Musk-type. 
 Her dynamism masks how scary their system truly is.
  
  CASCADE - A modern tech executive. A pretentious,
  earthy mogul.
 
   HARRY (40s) - Not unlike most everyone in this world, 
   he uses SWIPE to erase his life’s unpleasant moments. 
   As a result, there is very little to bother him. He is 
   IRIS’ neighbor/driver/friend and a little in love with her
   despite her disinterest in him... and everything else.
 
    ED (20s) - A ‘counselor’ who works through a new
    app - the ‘uber for therapy’. While he is here for the
    paycheck, he is insightful and discusses with IRIS their
    small place in the universe. Oh, he also sells drugs.

     MASI (30s) - A disturbed/damaged man. Barely alive
     and existing in a world where his wife and daughter
     no longer recognize him.
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EPISODE ONE
In a world where memories can be triggered and 
erased causing everyone to live with a facade of
happiness and surface level relationships exists a
power in the shadows that is erasing humans
completely; and that means murder. This is the 
story of the woman who invented it all, and in doing
so has forever numbed the human race. Nearly
erased entirely from collective thought, the only
person who can save her is herself. If only she 
could remember how. Pilot available upon request.

EPISODE TWO
IRIS wakes from a car crash, and the easiest way 
out is still her suicide. SWIPE has a problem now 
that she is still alive. Although CHRIS was able to flip
the car, his control over ELLIE was overestimated.
ELLIE has a strange dream and realizes that she is
dreaming in IRIS’ memories. The MOVEMENT is
introduced: A group of individuals fighting against the
legality and existence of the mind erasure technology.

Season OneSeason One
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A small sect of them are sent to kill IRIS, but ELLIE 
informs them that IRIS is their only chance to eliminate
the technology. CHRIS knows he cannot kill IRIS, as she is
the company’s best chance at destroying the kill switch.

  EPISODE THREE
  The MOVEMENT has deemed ELLIE too much of a risk,
  and are ready to destroy her once and for all. IRIS 
  pleads for her survival, remembering a dream on how to
  cut off CHRIS’ access to ELLIE. A new plan is drawn
  up by SWIPE to retrieve IRIS, but they have lost track
  of her. Groups of outcasts who are protesting against
  SWIPE are being slaughtered all over the country. 
  There is mass chais in the streets as people hear of
  IRIS, and they begin to fight back. IRIS and ELLIE begin 
  to rekindle what they once lost.

    EPISODE FOUR
    Two brothers on either side of a violent battle are
    shown coming into contact. One recognizes the other,
    but the other brother had his memory erased and kills 
    his brother-- with no idea who he is to him. 
    Flashback: IRIS is involved in a study for SWIPE where
    she interviews a known serial killer. Demonstrating
    clear sociopathic tendencies, they attempt to re-
    program the man’s mind.  
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They perform the tests again. The serial killer
has changed, and he is released back to the public
by the government as a part of a landmark
experiment. Three days later, the man kills an 
entire family and struggles with knowing why he 
did it. Despite those results, SWIPE decides the
system is ready to go public-- a decision IRIS fights
against. She begins to realize she has been edged
out of decision making. Outside of work, the
technology opens to the public, and she starts to
see the results in her own life and in others.

EPISODE FIVE
A celebrity who was once a fixture in the lives of
Americans is memorialized in the news. His death
came at the hands of SWIPE, after they erased him
for his stance against their company. IRIS begins to
act as a figurehead of the movement without even
fully realizing it, as she slowly gains her memory back
from ELLIE. The world has suddenly become a very
dangerous place for IRIS once again. A tragedy has
HARRY join the MOVEMENT; grieving and jealous,
he begins to spin out of control without the 
opportunity to erase his negative feelings. HARRY
retailiates by going to CHRIS with information on IRIS’
whereabouts. 
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SWIPE sends a raid on the MOVEMENT, killing all in their
path, and taking IRIS with them. ELLIE escapes.

  EPISODE SIX
  CHRIS has IRIS in a holding cell. He reveals he knows
  everything about the MOVEMENT and brags at how
  easily he could end the entire thing. IRIS witnesses the
  brutal death of one of its original leaders, someone she
  had come to know and respect. Just as SWIPE is about
  to destroy the kill switch, ELLIE breaks in and rescues
  IRIS. They kidnap CHRIS and returns to their base. IRIS
  recalls that she did not love CHRIS, but was in love with
  IRIS.  With CHRIS bound in the back of their car, IRIS
  and ELLIE drive down the freeway, holding hands. She
  finally remembers.

    EPISODE SEVEN
    The last of the MOVEMENT are wreaking havoc on 
    SWIPE by destroying the Erasing Centers with
    homemade bombs. A mysterious man corners members
    of the MOVEMENT and shoots them in cold blood. He
    steps into the light to reveal it to be MASI, a bit 
    deformed and exposing his robot parts. Chaos erupts
    as people begin dealing with the fallout and 
    consequences of their actions-- attempting to live
    without the aid of sufficient erasing stations.  
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To get things back in control, SWIPE brings a new
device to the streets that people can take home
with them to erase themselves. IRIS and CHRIS
rehash everything, and they relive what really
happened between them and finally discover who
ELLIE really is. The board members of SWIPE hire
an assassin to attach a device to ELLIE, 
compromising her. She kills CHRIS in front of IRIS
and turns the gun on herself in an attempt to
destroy herself.

EPISODE EIGHT
IRIS is now fuly herself and gahers the remaining
members of the MOVEMENT to break into the 
SWIPE headquarters. The raid is looking successful
until IRIS faces MASI. She successfully overcomes
and brings all of the machines down. No one can 
erase their memories anymore. IRIS works to bring
ELLIE back with her formula. The world begins to
change, and more closely resemble how it was
before SWIPE.

As all seems well, HARRY is spying on IRIS -- a brilliant 
coder, he has begun to study her formula. 
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SEASON TWO

 SIOBHAN, the CEO of BRINGME, disappears to an
 underground group who can harvest memories and
 knowledge. SIOBHAN holds a secret that could change 
 the world forever, and it must not get out.

  SEASON THREE

   IRIS, now old and on her deathbed, only has a few 
   weeks left. So ELLIE tries to solve a way to make
   IRIS eternal. ELLIE searches for the one that can
   make this happen.

The FutureThe Future


